
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

For optimum performance and to prevent damage to this precision instrument, carefully follow all instructions.

FEATURES
Multi-coated lenses - Five illumination settings - Small size and lightweight - Wide field-of-view.

PROTECTIVE COVER
Remove cover to use or adjust the sight. NOTE: installing the cover does NOT shut off the device.

Protective cover

BATTERY INSTALLATION
- To install or replace the battery, gently remove the battery tray from the body.
- Install the new battery with positive side facing upwards.
- Push in the battery tray again until it integrates with the device housing. 

TURNING ON THE DEVICE AND INTENSITY LEVELS
To turn the sight on, push the sign + shortly.
To turn off, push the sign  + for three seconds. 
Without any operation the sight automatically shuts down in 1.5 hours.
To increase the brightness level push sign +
To decrease the brightness level push the sign  -
The sight has two brightness modes, Manual and Auto.
Manual mode will increase or decrease brightness with signs + /-
Auto mode will increase or decrease brightness depending on the environmental light conditions.
To switch from MANUAL to AUTO or from AUTO to MANUAL mode press and hold the sign – for three
seconds.
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To remove the device it is
necessary to hold the lower
part grips and pull from it
and the gun in both
directions as indicated in 
he picture to beat the
magnet strength .

ELEVATION AND WINDAGE ADJUSTMENT
Separate controls for the elevation and windage
adjustments are found on the top and right side of the
sight. Loosen the two lock screws clockwise and
counter clockwise with supplied tools. The windage
adjustment mechanism has limit stops at both ends
and each forward click is equivalent to 1 MOA. 
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MAITENANCE
-  The sight will require very little routine maintenance other than periodically cleaning the exterior lenses with
the cloth supplied.
- B e sure to blow away any dust or grit on the lens prior to wiping the surface.
- U sing your breath or a very little amount of water or pure alcohol can help remove stubborn things like dried
water spots.

If the red dot does not illuminate, please check the following:
-  Is the battery properly placed? Be sure the battery is installed with the + side facing upwards.
- I s the battery dead? If so, replace the battery

WARRANTY
Register your 3 years warranty by sending an e-mail to info@cat-laser.com.
Please indicate the detected problem and device number you will find in the right
part of the device.
This warranty does not cover defects due to misuse of the product and will only be
valid to the purchaser registering this warranty. Patent n° D702800

Made in Argentina

CAUTION: Make sure the gun is unloaded and in
safe operable conditions before the sight is installed

1- Place the device in a way that its
serrations match with the slide
serrations. 

2-  Insert the device serrations into
the slide serrations and press down
evenly.

3- Press down until the low
part of the device touches the
upper part of the slide.

MOUNTING THE SIGHT
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